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A psychologist with a reputation for penetrating to the heart of complex parenting issues joins forces with a physician and bestselling author
to tackle one of the most disturbing and misunderstood trends of our time -- peers replacing parents in the lives of our children. Dr. Neufeld
has dubbed this phenomenon peer orientation, which refers to the tendency of children and youth to look to their peers for direction: for a
sense of right and wrong, for values, identity and codes of behaviour. But peer orientation undermines family cohesion, poisons the school
atmosphere, and fosters an aggressively hostile and sexualized youth culture. It provides a powerful explanation for schoolyard bullying and
youth violence; its effects are painfully evident in the context of teenage gangs and criminal activity, in tragedies such as in Littleton,
Colorado; Tabor, Alberta and Victoria, B.C. It is an escalating trend that has never been adequately described or contested until Hold On to
Your Kids. Once understood, it becomes self-evident -- as do the solutions. Hold On to Your Kids will restore parenting to its natural intuitive
basis and the parent-child relationship to its rightful preeminence. The concepts, principles and practical advice contained in Hold On to Your
Kids will empower parents to satisfy their children’s inborn need to find direction by turning towards a source of authority, contact and
warmth. Something has changed. One can sense it, one can feel it, just not find the words for it. Children are not quite the same as we
remember being. They seem less likely to take their cues from adults, less inclined to please those in charge, less afraid of getting into
trouble. Parenting, too, seems to have changed. Our parents seemed more confident, more certain of themselves and had more impact on
us, for better or for worse. For many, parenting does not feel natural. Adults through the ages have complained about children being less
respectful of their elders and more difficult to manage than preceding generations, but could it be that this time it is for real? -- from Hold On
to Your Kids
In a novel-in-verse that brims with grief and love, National Book Award-winning and New York Times bestselling author Elizabeth Acevedo
writes about the devastation of loss, the difficulty of forgiveness, and the bittersweet bonds that shape our lives. Camino Rios lives for the
summers when her father visits her in the Dominican Republic. But this time, on the day when his plane is supposed to land, Camino arrives
at the airport to see crowds of crying people… In New York City, Yahaira Rios is called to the principal’s office, where her mother is waiting to
tell her that her father, her hero, has died in a plane crash. Separated by distance—and Papi’s secrets—the two girls are forced to face a new
reality in which their father is dead and their lives are forever altered. And then, when it seems like they’ve lost everything of their father, they
learn of each other. Great for summer reading or anytime! Clap When You Land is a Today show pick for “25 children’s books your kids and
teens won’t be able to put down this summer!" Plus don't miss Elizabeth Acevedo's The Poet X and With the Fire on High!
Eleven-year-old Isabella’s blended family is more divided than ever in this “timely but genuine” (Publishers Weekly) story about divorce and
racial identity from the award-winning and New York Times bestselling author of Out of My Mind, Sharon M. Draper. Eleven-year-old
Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week: One week she’s Isabella with her dad, his girlfriend Anastasia, and
her son Darren living in a fancy house where they are one of the only black families in the neighborhood. The next week she’s Izzy with her
mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small, not-so-fancy house that she loves. Because of this, Isabella has always felt pulled between two
worlds. And now that her parents are divorced, it seems their fights are even worse, and they’re always about HER. Isabella feels completely
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stuck in the middle, split and divided between them more than ever. And she is beginning to realize that being split between Mom and Dad
involves more than switching houses, switching nicknames, switching backpacks: it’s also about switching identities. Her dad is black, her
mom is white, and strangers are always commenting: “You’re so exotic!” “You look so unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows
what they’re really saying: “You don’t look like your parents.” “You’re different.” “What race are you really?” And when her parents, who
both get engaged at the same time, get in their biggest fight ever, Isabella doesn’t just feel divided, she feels ripped in two. What does it
mean to be half white or half black? To belong to half mom and half dad? And if you’re only seen as half of this and half of that, how can you
ever feel whole? It seems like nothing can bring Isabella’s family together again—until the worst thing happens. Isabella and Darren are
stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun. And shots are fired.
"When the babysitter is unable to come, Daniel is woken out of bed and joins his parents as they head downtown for their jobs as nighttime
office cleaners. But the story is about more than brooms, mops, and vacuums. Mama and Papa turn the deserted office building into a
magnificent kingdom filled with paper. Then they weave a fantasy of dragons and kings to further engage their reluctant companion - and
even encourage him to one day be the king of a paper kingdom."--Provided by publisher.
He’s the one man I’m not supposed to want… My dad’s best friend. After he rejected me six years ago, I’ve steered clear of Jonas. Until
now. I need his help, and I won’t take no for an answer. The plan is to show up at his house and plead my case, but a rainstorm derails
everything, trapping us together for the weekend. When he catches me in a compromising position, things quickly spiral out of control. We
promise each other the weekend to purge the desire that’s been simmering for six long years. No fantasy is too dark, too filthy, too forbidden,
to play out. The only rule is that this thing between us ends when the storm does. Surely it’s the one rule I can keep from breaking? In My
Dad’s Best Friend, You’ll Find: - Grumpy One + Sunshine One - Daddy Stuff - Age Gap Romance - Kinky roleplay - Only One Bed!
"When Daisy Ramona zooms around her neighborhood with her papi on his motorcycle, she sees the people and places she's always known.
She also sees a community that is rapidly changing around her"-In this sweet and funny companion to Weekends with Max and His Dad by acclaimed author Linda Urban, Max and his mom embark on a
road trip as they adjust to their new understanding of family. Third-grader Max is heading off on a road trip with Mom. With miles to travel,
cousins to meet, and a tall roller coaster to ride (maybe), it will be an adventure! But Max always spends weekends with Dad; will Dad be
okay if he’s left behind? And will Max be brave enough for all the new explorations ahead of him?
"When A Father Fails" is the life story of an urban pastor who was a public image but a private failure. Follow his journey as he honestly
shares the reasons for his failure and his struggle to overcome his past transgressions. This book was written as a salute to all children who
strive to overcome their father's own failures in their life. This book is also intended to lift the spirit of those wounded by life and to encourage
every invisible father to pursue reconciliation with their children today.
Looking for the best gift you could ever give dad? Look no further Our Dad Appreciation Book is the first of it's kind. We provide the prompts
but you do all the talking by filling in the blanks. This is the gift Dad will keep and treasure forever. It is beautifully designed on cream color
pages with wonderful quotes about dads and their children on the back of each one. Take this opportunity to make something for dad that is
both special and unforgettable. You also have the chance to make this book into whatever you want it to be. It can be humorous, loving, kind,
or even silly. The possibilities are endless. The only thing we can guarantee is that Dad will love and cherish it for a long time Make Dad's
year by giving him the most thoughtful and personal gift any father can receive. The loving words of his own children
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"The right story at the right time. . . . It's not just a narrative; it's an experience. It's the novel we've been waiting for."
--The New York Times A boy tries to steer a safe path through the projects in Harlem in the wake of his brother's death in
this outstanding debut novel that celebrates community and creativity. ** WINNER OF THE CORETTA SCOTT KINGJOHN STEPTOE AWARD FOR NEW TALENT! ** MICHAEL B. JORDAN TO DIRECT MOVIE ADAPTATION! SIX
STARRED REVIEWS! It's Christmas Eve in Harlem, but twelve-year-old Lolly Rachpaul and his mom aren't celebrating.
They're still reeling from his older brother's death in a gang-related shooting just a few months earlier. Then Lolly's
mother's girlfriend brings him a gift that will change everything: two enormous bags filled with Legos. Lolly's always loved
Legos, and he prides himself on following the kit instructions exactly. Now, faced with a pile of building blocks and no
instructions, Lolly must find his own way forward. His path isn't clear--and the pressure to join a "crew," as his brother did,
is always there. When Lolly and his friend are beaten up and robbed, joining a crew almost seems like the safe choice.
But building a fantastical Lego city at the community center provides Lolly with an escape--and an unexpected bridge
back to the world. David Barclay Moore paints a powerful portrait of a boy teetering on the edge--of adolescence, of grief,
of violence--and shows how Lolly's inventive spirit helps him build a life with firm foundations and open doors. MORE
PRAISE FOR THE STARS BENEATH OUR FEET: A New York Times Notable Book A Time Top 10 Children's Books of
the Year A Boston Globe Best Children's Book of the Year A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year A Kirkus Reviews
Best Children's Book of the Year A Shelf Awareness Best Children's Book of the Year An ALA-YALSA Quick Pick An
ALA-ALSC Notable Children's Book "A fast and furious read in which we meet some amazing people, people that stay
with us. David Barclay Moore is an exciting new voice. We definitely haven't heard the last of his brilliance." --Jacqueline
Woodson, Newbery Honor and National Book Award-winning of Brown Girl Dreaming "The Stars Beneath Our Feet is
about the weight of the world on the back of a child, and the creative tools necessary to alleviate that pressure. I found
myself rooting for Lolly, and you will too." --Jason Reynolds, Coretta Scott King Honor Award Winner for As Brave As You
Mum and Dad don't live together any more, so sometimes this little girl lives with her mum and her cat, and sometimes
she lives with her dad. She has two bedrooms and two sets of toys, but she takes her favourite toys with her wherever
she goes.
Books can help young children cope with life's tougher lessons. Gender neutral animal characters and inviting
illustrations gently explore difficult situations, allowing children going through tough times to find comfort in characters
with whom they can relate. Sidebars offer important and empowering coping tips.
Although we have been successful in our careers, they have not turned out quite as we expected. We both have changed
positions several times-for all the right reasons-but there are no pension plans vesting on our behalf. Our retirement
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funds are growing only through our individual contributions. Michael and I have a wonderful marriage with three great
children. As I write this, two are in college and one is just beginning high school. We have spent a fortune making sure
our children have received the best education available. One day in 1996, one of my children came home disillusioned
with school. He was bored and tired of studying. “Why should I put time into studying subjects I will never use in real
life?” he protested. Without thinking, I responded, “Because if you don't get good grades, you won't get into college.”
“Regardless of whether I go to college,” he replied, “I'm going to be rich.”
All summer Oliver and his dad played together, laughed together, sang together, and read together. Now it's time for
Oliver to start school! On the first day, Oliver's dad isn't quite ready. . . . Suddenly he feels nervous. His tummy hurts, and
he would rather stay home. But Oliver isn't convinced. What if the first day is really fun? What if it's the start of an exciting
year? In this charming story of first-day jitters, acclaimed author and illustrator Mike Wohnoutka perfectly captures the
mixed emotions felt by kids and their parents when big changes are afoot in this read-to-me eBook.
Based on Gregory Lang's New York Times bestselling series! The perfect Father's Day gift, birthday present for dad, or
sweet treasure for a daughter of any age! A sweet picture book showcasing all the ways a father will help his daughter
grow, this is the gift for every girl dad and little girl to celebrate their special bond. Featuring charming animal illustrations
and heartwarming rhymes about the moments fathers and daughters share, Why a Daughter Needs a Dad is the perfect
story to connect father and daughter together. From the first time I held you, so perfect and new, I promised to do
everything that I could do To help you become your most wonderful YOU, My darling, my daughter, my girl. For new
dads, fathers-to-be, or for that perfect father-daughter moment, this sweet storybook celebrates how a father helps his
little girl grow.
“Fans of Clementine and Ramona have a reason to rejoice: there’s a new kid on the block . . . Bighearted, hilarious, and
tender.” —Katherine Applegate, Newbery medalist Max and his dad love their weekends together. Weekends mean
pancakes, pizza, spy games, dog-walking, school projects, and surprising neighbors! Every weekend presents a small
adventure as Max gets to know his dad’s new neighborhood—and learns some new ways of thinking about home.
Acclaimed author Linda Urban deftly portrays a third-grader’s inner world during a time of transition in this sweet and
funny illustrated story that bridges the early reader and middle-grade novel. “Urban’s subtle and perceptive take on
divorce will resonate with children facing similar predicaments as she blends Max’s worries and ‘someone-sitting-on-hischest’ feelings with a vivid imagination and good intentions that take father and son on some very entertaining
adventures—with future ones planned.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Urban excels at credibly presenting this
situation from Max’s third-grade point of view . . . Urban’s writing is both crisply specific (a basset hound ‘sniffed as she
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walked through puddles, dragging her ears like flat-bottomed boats’) and simple enough to be accessible.” —The Bulletin
(starred review) “A sweet, empathetic look at a common situation.” —Kirkus Reviews “Urban’s touch is light throughout .
. . a story just right for budding chapter-book readers.” —The Horn Book “The cast of characters grows throughout, but at
the heart of the story is Max’s warm, easygoing relationship with his father.” —Booklist
I’ve been harboring a dark secret for two long years. I’ve been fantasizing about my fiancé’s father, thinking filthy
thoughts that a good daughter-in-law should not be indulging in. So when I catch my fiancé cheating on me, there’s only
one revenge that will fulfill all my needs. I’m going to seduce his father. It’s dirty and it’s wrong, and I don’t care. I want
him, so I mean to have him. After this weekend, my ex won’t be the only one who calls his father Daddy. In Your Dad
Will Do, you'll find: - Revenge sex - (former) Father-In-Law - Daddy Stuff - Age Gap Romance
The ultimate DIY project guide for techie dads raising kids in their own geeky image, in the spirit of The Dangerous Book
for Boys Today's generation of dads grew up more tech-savvy than ever. Rather than joining the Little League team,
many grew up playing computer games, Dungeons and Dragons, and watching Star Wars. Now with kids of their own,
these digital-age dads are looking for fresh ways to share their love of science and technology, and help their kids
develop a passion for learning and discovery. Enter supergeek, and father of two, Ken Denmead. An engineer and editor
of the incredibly popular GeekDad blog on wired.com, Ken has created the ultimate, idea-packed guide guaranteed to
help dads and kids alike enjoy the magic of playtime together and tap into the infinite possibility of their imagination. With
illustrations throughout, this book offers projects for all ages to suit any timeframe or budget. With Denmead's expert
guidance, you and your child can: •Fly a night-time kite ablaze with lights or launch a video camera with balloons
•Construct the "Best Slip n' Slide Ever," a guaranteed thrill ride •Build a working lamp with LEGO bricks and CDs
•Create a customized comic strip or your own board game •Transform any room into a spaceship •Make geeky crafts
like cyborg jack-o'-lanterns or Ethernet cuff links Brimming with endlessly fun and futuristic tidbits on everything from
gaming to gadgets, GeekDad helps every tech-savvy father unleash his inner kid-and bond with the next generation of
brainiacs. Watch a Video
Pinky and Rex share a weekend with their fathers camping indoors due to rain.
A little boy spends the weekend at his dad’s new apartment in this picture book about how things change when parents
separate — and the important things that stay the same. “This home is home because my dad is here, and it’s nothing
like home because my mom isn’t here,” thinks the boy in this story when he enters his dad’s new apartment for the first
time. His dad moved out on Monday and now it’s Friday night, the start of his weekend with his dad. The boy and his dad
follow their normal weekend routine — they eat eggs for breakfast, play cards and spend time at the park. And then they
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do the same things on Sunday. It is hard to say goodbye at the end of the weekend, but Dad gives his son a letter to
remind him that, even if they can’t always be together, the boy is loved. Naseem Hrab has written a poignant yet hopeful
story, strikingly illustrated in Frank Viva’s signature style, about what happens when parents separate, and the new
reality of having two homes. Key Text Features author’s note writing inspiration Correlates to the Common Core State
Standards in English Language Arts: CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.2.3 Describe how characters in a story respond to major
events and challenges.
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex
and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the
mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them
how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her
family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As
the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources
and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family
that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher
description.
"When your parents divorce, it can feel like the world turns upside down. What do you do? Whether you live mostly at
your mom's or dad's, this story can help you through the tough times."--from cover, p. [4]
Tim waits with excitement for a train to bring his father, who lives in another town, then spends an entire day with him,
doing all of their favorite things, until it is time for Dad to catch the train home.
Heartbreak brought them together...will love tear them apart? Adam’s life used to be awesome. Straight As, close friends
and a perfect home life. Then his oldest brother died. Now his mom cries constantly, he and his middle brother can’t talk
without fighting, and the father he always admired moved out when they needed him most. Aspiring director Jolene’s life
is nothing like the movies she loves—not the happy ones anyway. With her divorced parents at each other’s throats and
using her as a pawn, no amount of mental reediting will give her the love she’s starving for. Forced to spend every other
weekend in the same apartment building, the boy who thinks forgiveness makes him weak and the girl who thinks love is
for fools begin an unlikely friendship. The weekends he dreaded and she endured quickly become the best part of their
lives. Have Jolene and Adam found something real? Or is their connection doomed from the start? They’ll find
out...every other weekend.
Provides a collection of ideas for science fair projects and family activities, including making topsoil, understanding
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calories, and building a MacGyver radio.
The idea for the book came about while I was working abroad on a theater show, with a fair bit of downtime. Before
leaving, I'd been helping our son, Arlen, as he made first contact with a few instruments: keyboards and synthesizers,
guitar, and a variety of tuned percussion instruments. It did not always go well. His intense love of music was matched by
an equally intense desire for immediate results. This combination often led to a considerable amount of frustration. To
help Arlen cope with this frustration, I decided to write a short rhyming story that would be similar in many ways to those
found in his favorite picture books. My initial vision was for the book to encourage practice and sticktoitiveness,
enshrining the many virtues of delayed gratification. Mercifully, I came to my senses and abandoned that idea as utter
nonsense. It dawned on me that our boy's innocence and earnestness fueled a kind of rock power, that unnamed spark
of creative joy that many of us in the music industry have chased in practice spaces and recording studios for decades.
It's the very thing that makes a kid, a kid. Our five-year-old boy is Thoreau's "childlike mirthfulness" come to life. He
dances like there's no one watching; he doesn't know any other way. He sings with abandon, and sometimes, he roars.
In the end, I thought that if he learns something from the book, wonderful, but above all else, I wanted this book to help
ensure that he never forgets how to roar.
Guaranteed to appeal to fans of Nick Hornby and David Nicholls, The Weekend Dad is a warmhearted novel about
parenthood, family and new beginnings. 'Would you like to see some pictures?' 'I'd love to.' After all, what father wouldn't
want to see pictures of his daughter? A father who was scared, that's who. I'm not a grown-up. I'm really not. I don't have
a job, or savings, or a pension. I don't have a wife or a dog, a car or a house. But I do, suddenly, have a daughter. Six
weeks ago, Emmett became a father - to seven-year-old girl Misty. Leaving Dublin for London to bond with the daughter
he never knew existed seems like the right thing to do, though he's not quite sure how he fits into Misty's life, or her
mother's. When Emmett knew Amanda they were both students. Today, she's a successful career woman with proper
plans for her future - and he's a struggling poet, trying to connect with his daughter during their awkward weekend visits.
But then Amanda surprises Emmett with an unexpected proposition, and he finds himself with some big decisions to
make . . .
THE UNFORGETTABLE AND FEEL-GOOD NEW NOVEL THAT WILL MAKE YOU LAUGH AND CRY 'Wise and
wonderful. I adored it!' MIRANDA DICKINSON 'Heartbreaking, heartwarming, perfect!' ROSIE GOODWIN 'You find
yourself laughing and crying in equal measure' 5***** Reader Review 'The characters feel so real' SOPHIE COUSENS
_______ NOAH AND KATE WERE MEANT TO BE TOGETHER FOREVER. Married with two gorgeous sons, it looked
like they'd got their happy ever after. But marriage isn't easy. And one day, Kate left, taking their two boys with her.
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These days, Noah is a weekend dad - and it breaks his heart. He misses the chaotic mealtimes, the bedtime stories, the
early mornings and the late homework. Suddenly, he decides enough is enough - he has to win his family back. Starting
with Kate. The only problem? IN SIX WEEKS' TIME, KATE IS GETTING MARRIED TO SOMEONE ELSE . . . _______
'Poignant, compelling' WOMAN & HOME 'BOOK OF THE MONTH' 'A delight . . . We all need this book' 5***** Reader
Review 'Marks' lightness of touch - and authentic dialogue - propel you forward, as will the characters . . . Rachel Marks
is a name to watch' Woman & Home, 'BEST BOOKS 2021' 'I raced through it with my heart in my mouth' 5***** Reader
Review 'Within a few pages I was totally invested. Rachel Marks packs a novel with all the emotions' CLARE POOLEY
'Unpredictable and satisfying' HEIDI SWAIN Readers are falling in love with Until Next Weekend 'All of the heart of the
old Tony Parsons novels and up amongst Mike Gayle's best' 5***** READER REVIEW 'A book of hope. Unforgettable'
5***** READER REVIEW 'I was in tears. I wholeheartedly recommend this to all' 5***** READER REVIEW 'It made me
cry, it gave me hope' 5***** READER REVIEW
The wildly popular DIY dad follows up his instant New York Times bestseller with a fresh batch of geeky weekend
science projects for the whole family to enjoy. Ken Denmead struck a chord with parents and kids across America with
his GeekDad blog on Wired.com, which receives more than one million page views per month. His debut book, Geek
Dad, was on bestseller lists and in its seventh printing just two months after hitting store shelves. With The Geek Dad's
Guide to Weekend Fun, he keeps the nerdtastic novelties coming, with projects that teach readers how to: •Build
homemade robots from scratch •Write and direct simple stop-motion movies •Hack into mechanical toys to add cool
electronic twists, and more United by the premise that to really understand science and how something works you must
design and build it yourself or remake it better, Geek Parents everywhere will celebrate this latest installment of weekend
workshop wonders. Watch a Video
Celebrate the love between a dad and child in this charming picture book about showing dad that you care. The perfect
gift to surprise dad with on Father's Day! So you want to surprise your dad? You’re in luck! The pages of this book are
full of tips on how to become a super dad surpriser, including tips for things you can make, do, or find—just for your dad.
Be sure to read up on: · Yummy treats and presents for a dad · What to do if he starts getting suspicious · How to prepare
for the big moment (where to hide everyone, and how to practice whispering “Surprise!”) From the author-illustrator team
behind the New York Times bestselling HOW TO... series comes an adorable, funny, surprising celebration of dads! The
fun doesn't stop! Check out more HOW TO... picture books: How to Babysit a Grandpa How to Babysit a Grandma How
to Catch Santa How to Get Your Teacher Ready How to Raise a Mom How to Read to a Grandma or Grandpa
Four young Black sisters come of age during the American Civil War in So Many Beginnings, a warm and powerful YA
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remix of the classic novel Little Women, by national bestselling author Bethany C. Morrow. North Carolina, 1863. As the
American Civil War rages on, the Freedpeople's Colony of Roanoke Island is blossoming, a haven for the recently
emancipated. Black people have begun building a community of their own, a refuge from the shadow of the "old life." It is
where the March family has finally been able to safely put down roots with four young daughters: Meg, a teacher who
longs to find love and start a family of her own. Jo, a writer whose words are too powerful to be contained. Beth, a
talented seamstress searching for a higher purpose. Amy, a dancer eager to explore life outside her family's home. As
the four March sisters come into their own as independent young women, they will face first love, health struggles,
heartbreak, and new horizons. But they will face it all together. Praise for So Many Beginnings: A Little Women Remix
"Morrow’s ability to take the lingering stain of slavery on American history and use it as a catalyst for unbreakable love
and resilience is flawless. That she has remixed a canonical text to do so only further illuminates the need to critically
question who holds the pen in telling our nation’s story." —Booklist, starred review "Bethany C. Morrow's prose is a
sharpened blade in a practiced hand, cutting to the core of our nation's history. ... A devastatingly precise reimagining
and a joyful celebration of sisterhood. A narrative about four young women who unreservedly deserve the world, and a
balm for wounds to Black lives and liberty." —Tracy Deonn, New York Times-bestselling author of Legendborn "A tender
and beautiful retelling that will make you fall in love with the foursome all over again." —Tiffany D. Jackson, New York
Times-bestselling author of White Smoke and Grown
It's time for serious family fun! Get ready to take playtime to the next level with Dad's Book of Awesome Projects! Inside,
you;ll find step-by-step instructions and photographs detailing projects so imaginative and fun, no one will complain about
turning off the TV. From wooden "swords" to slay the most vicious of dragons to circus stilts that will send you soaring to
new heights, these projects are sure to spark everyone's creative spirit. And the fun doesn't stop there! This book shows
you and your kids how to build: Comic book shoes Rope swings Homemade goo slime Eggshell cupcakes Ol'-fashioned
fruit crate scooter Best of all, each of these activities can be tossed together with items around the house or with
inexpensive supplies from the hardware store. With 25 DIY projects and crafts, Dad's Book of Awesome Projects will
reveal just how awesome it is to be a dad!
Weekends with DadCapstone
Parenting is easy! said no parent ever. But what do parents say? Weekend Conversations reveals the untold and
unfiltered truths of early stage parenting with tips, tricks, and a memoir of a new dad's chaotic journey.
A "captivating and bittersweet" novel by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Summer of '69: Their secret love
affair has lasted for decades—but this could be the summer that changes everything (People). When Mallory Blessing's
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son, Link, receives deathbed instructions from his mother to call a number on a slip of paper in her desk drawer, he's not
sure what to expect. But he certainly does not expect Jake McCloud to answer. It's the late spring of 2020 and Jake's
wife, Ursula DeGournsey, is the frontrunner in the upcoming Presidential election. There must be a mistake, Link thinks.
How do Mallory and Jake know each other? Flash back to the sweet summer of 1993: Mallory has just inherited a
beachfront cottage on Nantucket from her aunt, and she agrees to host her brother's bachelor party. Cooper's friend from
college, Jake McCloud, attends, and Jake and Mallory form a bond that will persevere—through marriage, children, and
Ursula's stratospheric political rise—until Mallory learns she's dying. Based on the classic film Same Time Next Year
(which Mallory and Jake watch every summer), 28 Summers explores the agony and romance of a one-weekend-peryear affair and the dramatic ways this relationship complicates and enriches their lives, and the lives of the people they
love.
The perfect gift to honor any dad, this mini edition of NYT bestselling author Greg Lang's classic, Why a Son Needs a
Dad will bring together fathers and sons everywhere.
A hilariously candid account of one woman's quest to bring her post-baby marriage back from the brink, with lifechanging, real-world advice. "Get this for your pregnant friends, or yourself." --People Recommended by Nicole Cliffe in
Slate Featured in People Picks A Red Tricycle Best Baby and Toddler Parenting Book of the year One of Mother
magazine's favorite parenting books of the year How Not To Hate Your Husband After Kids tackles the last taboo subject
of parenthood: the startling, white-hot fury that new (and not-so-new) mothers often have for their mates. After Jancee
Dunn had her baby, she found that she was doing virtually all the household chores, even though she and her husband
worked equal hours. She asked herself: How did I become the 'expert' at changing a diaper? Many expectant parents
spend weeks researching the best crib or safest car seat, but spend little if any time thinking about the titanic impact the
baby will have on their marriage - and the way their marriage will affect their child. Enter Dunn, her well-meaning but
blithely unhelpful husband, their daughter, and her boisterous extended family, who show us the ways in which outmoded
family patterns and traditions thwart the overworked, overloaded parents of today. On the brink of marital Armageddon,
Dunn plunges into the latest relationship research, solicits the counsel of the country's most renowned couples' and sex
therapists, canvasses fellow parents, and even consults an FBI hostage negotiator on how to effectively contain an
"explosive situation." Instead of having the same fights over and over, Dunn and her husband must figure out a way to
resolve their larger issues and fix their family while there is still time. As they discover, adding a demanding new person
to your relationship means you have to reevaluate--and rebuild--your marriage. In an exhilarating twist, they work
together to save the day, happily returning to the kind of peaceful life they previously thought was the sole province of
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couples without children. Part memoir, part self-help book with actionable and achievable advice, How Not To Hate Your
Husband After Kids is an eye-opening look at how the man who got you into this position in this first place is the ally you
didn't know you had.
When sixteen-year-old Rashad is mistakenly accused of stealing, classmate Quinn witnesses his brutal beating at the
hands of a police officer who happens to be the older brother of his best friend. Told through Rashad and Quinn's
alternating viewpoints.
A picture book celebrating Indigenous culture and traditions. The Governor General Award--winning team behind When
We Were Alone shares a story that honors our connections to our past and our grandfathers and fathers. A boy and
Moshom, his grandpa, take a trip together to visit a place of great meaning to Moshom. A trapline is where people hunt
and live off the land, and it was where Moshom grew up. As they embark on their northern journey, the child repeatedly
asks his grandfather, "Is this your trapline?" Along the way, the boy finds himself imagining what life was like two
generations ago -- a life that appears to be both different from and similar to his life now. This is a heartfelt story about
memory, imagination and intergenerational connection that perfectly captures the experience of a young child's wonder
as he is introduced to places and stories that hold meaning for his family.
Nine-year-old David has recently lost his mother to a freak accident, his salesman father is constantly on the road, and
he is letting his anger out on his grandmother. Sarcastic and bossy 13-year-old Primrose lives with her childlike,
fortuneteller mother, and a framed picture is the only evidence of the father she never knew. Despite their differences,
David and Primrose forge a tight yet tumultuous friendship, eventually helping each other deal with what is missing in
their lives. This powerful, quirky novel about two very complicated, damaged children has much to say about friendship,
loss, and recovery.
A young reindeer lives with his mother and visits his father on weekends. The story of Lou Caribou will help small
children come to terms with their own parents' separation.
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